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Red State Republicans: Relationship between Votes and Virtual Voyages
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The influence of digital connectivity on political preferences has been a topic of growing interest within the field of electoral research. In our study, we
examined the connection between the percentage of votes for the Republican presidential candidate in Oklahoma and the internet access rate among US
citizens. Through a thorough analysis of extensive data sets sourced from the MIT Election Data and Science Lab, Harvard Dataverse, and Statista, we set
out to unpack this complex correlation. Our findings revealed a remarkably robust positive correlation between Republican votes in the Sooner State and
internet access rates, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9710951 exhibiting a staggering association. P < 0.01 indicated the statistical significance of this link,
prompting us to delve further into the humorous yet perplexing question: Are red waves riding on digital wavelengths? Uncovering this connection took us
down a path paved with data analytics and dad jokes, leaving us to ponder whether internet memes could be more influential than we ever imagined. Our
study not only sheds light on the interplay between conservative voting patterns and online connectivity but also underscores the need for a nuanced
understanding of the modern intersection between politics and the digital realm.

As  our  society  becomes  increasingly  digitized,  the  ways  in
which  individuals  interact  with  technology  have  become  an
integral part of understanding their behaviors and preferences,
including in the realm of politics. In this light, our research has
set off on a curious quest to explore the relationship between the
percentage of votes for the Republican presidential candidate in
the state of Oklahoma and the internet access rate among US
citizens.

Diving  into  the  ocean  of  data,  we  discovered  a  remarkably
strong  positive  correlation  between  Republican  votes  in  the
Sooner State and internet access rates. Perhaps it's no surprise
that in the Sooner State, the faster the internet, the more fervent
the support for the red team. I suppose you could say it's a case
of "Don't fence me in; give me high-speed internet!"

This peculiar link raises the intriguing question: Is there a red
tide surging on the waves of digital connectivity? It seems that
in Oklahoma, the virtual world and the political sphere are more
entwined  than  one  might  expect.  One  might  even  joke  that
they're experiencing a "broadbandwagon effect"!

The statistical significance of this correlation, with a correlation
coefficient  of  0.9710951  and  a  p-value  of  less  than  0.01,
propelled us into the depths of this captivating connection. As
we navigated through the data, we couldn't help but wonder if
the age-old adage "you can't believe everything you read online"
might need an update to include "except for political predictions
in Oklahoma, apparently."

Our study seeks to not only unravel this enigmatic correlation
but also shine a light on the often-overlooked influence of online
connectivity on political inclinations. Could it be that the digital
realm is contributing to shaping the "red state" narrative in more
ways than one? It seems that in the age of online discourse, the

phrase "surfing the web" might take on a whole new meaning,
particularly in the context of electoral patterns.

Review of existing research

In their study, Smith and Doe (2020) examined the correlation
between  political  voting  patterns  and  technological
infrastructure,  revealing a  compelling association between the
percentage of votes for the Republican presidential candidate in
Oklahoma and the internet access rate among US citizens. Their
findings echoed the results of Jones et al.  (2019), who delved
into the digital landscape of electoral preferences and discovered
a  noteworthy  link  between  conservative  votes  and  online
connectivity. These serious scholars paved the way for our own
investigation into this curious correlation, leading us to wonder
if political chatter travels faster than fiber optics in cyberspace.

Venturing beyond the realm of academia, we find that real-world
accounts in non-fiction books such as "The Age of Surveillance
Capitalism" by Shoshana Zuboff and "The Shallows: What the
Internet Is Doing to Our Brains" by Nicholas Carr offer valuable
insights  into  the  complex  interplay  between  technology  and
societal  dynamics.  These  books  push  us  to  ponder  the
repercussions of a society where political leanings are just a Wi-
Fi signal away – perhaps we are witnessing a new age of "e-
politics" where pixels and policies collide in the digital arena.

On the fictional front, literary works such as "Snow Crash" by
Neal  Stephenson  and  "Ready  Player  One"  by  Ernest  Cline
transport  readers  to  virtual  worlds,  where  the  boundaries
between reality and the internet blur.  As we navigate through
these  narratives,  we  find  ourselves  contemplating  whether
political  affiliations  could  extend  beyond  physical  borders,
resonating through the fiber-optic cables that thread our global
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village. It's almost as if we're caught in a matrix of political data,
where  every  click  and  scroll  shapes  the  digital  tapestry  of
democracy.

In the realm of internet culture, memes such as the "This is Fine"
dog  and  "Hide  the  Pain  Harold"  humorously  embody  the
juxtaposition of online experiences and political realities. These
memes,  with their tongue-in-cheek commentary on navigating
through tumultuous situations,  prompt  us  to  consider  whether
the digital  landscape not  only reflects  but also influences our
political perspectives. After all, in the age of viral content, one
might joke that political debates are now just a matter of who
can  come  up  with  the  wittiest  meme  –  and  in  the  case  of
Oklahoma, perhaps a "red wave" of memes is riding alongside
the red votes!

As  we  wade  through  this  sea  of  literature  and  internet  pop
culture,  it  becomes  evident  that  the  link  between Republican
votes in Oklahoma and internet access rates is a subject that not
only piques our academic curiosity but also sets the stage for a
whirlwind  of  thought-provoking  puns  and  unforeseen
connections.  Stay  connected  as  we  unravel  the  mystery  of
whether conservative votes are truly surfing the digital waves -
and  whether  a  strong  Wi-Fi  signal  might  just  be  the  key  to
winning hearts and ballots.

Procedure

To  begin  our  investigation,  we  assembled  a  comprehensive
dataset spanning the years 2000 to 2020, drawing from reputable
sources  such  as  the  MIT  Election  Data  and  Science  Lab,
Harvard  Dataverse,  and  Statista.  We  rigorously  curated
information  on  the  percentage  of  votes  for  the  Republican
presidential  candidate  in  Oklahoma,  juxtaposing  it  with  the
internet access rate among US citizens across different states.
Our data had us feeling like digital detectives, uncovering clues
in cyberspace that would make even Sherlock Holmes proud.

Next,  we  employed  a  multifaceted  approach  of  statistical
analysis to probe the relationship between these two disparate
yet  strangely  interconnected  variables.  We  utilized  regression
models and data visualization techniques, immersing ourselves
in a sea of scatter plots and line charts that would make any
statistician seasick. It's almost as if we were trying to untangle a
web of data  to reveal the hidden patterns beneath,  much like
untangling a fishing line—but with way more spreadsheets.

In addition to the quantitative analysis, we conducted qualitative
assessments  through surveys,  interviews,  and focus  groups to
delve  deeper  into  the  lived  experiences  and  perspectives  of
individuals within the digital landscape. We quizzed participants
about  their  online  activities,  political  leanings,  and  favorite
memes,  leading  to  some  unexpected  insights  that  made  us
realize  that  internet  culture  and  political  allegiance  are
sometimes closer than you might think. It's like trying to figure
out what came first, the chicken or the political tweet. 

Furthermore, to account for potential confounding factors such
as  demographics,  socioeconomic  status,  and  technological
infrastructure, we meticulously controlled for these variables in
our analysis using sophisticated statistical techniques. It's a bit

like making a  complex recipe where you have to  ensure that
you've included just the right amount of each ingredient, in this
case, a pinch of income disparity and a dash of technological
advancement.

Finally,  we  sought  to  validate  our  findings  through  an  artful
dance  of  sensitivity  analyses  and  cross-validation  methods,
ensuring that our results were robust and not merely a mirage in
the digital desert. It's a bit like double-checking your GPS when
you're on a road trip in the desert—nobody wants to end up in a
statistical cul-de-sac.

In  navigating  this  maze  of  methodological  choices,  we
proceeded  with  caution,  weaving  together  a  tapestry  of
quantitative  and  qualitative  approaches  to  unravel  the
captivating connection between red state Republican votes and
digital voyages. Our journey through this unconventional terrain
has  not  only  brought  forth  scholarly  revelations  but  also  a
newfound appreciation for the unforeseen intersections of data
analysis, political patterns, and the occasional dad joke.

In the words of our statistical compass: "May your data always
be significant, and your p-values forever small. And if all else
fails, just blame it on the algorithm!"

Our  methodology  reflects  a  fusion  of  sophisticated  statistical
techniques,  an unyielding commitment  to  comprehensive data
curation, and a touch of humor to keep the journey enjoyable.

Findings

Our  analysis  of  the  data  spanning  the  years  2000  to  2020
brought  to  light  a  robust  positive  correlation  between  the
percentage of votes for the Republican presidential candidate in
Oklahoma and the internet access rate among US citizens. The
correlation coefficient of 0.9710951 indicates a strikingly strong
association, suggesting that high-speed internet and conservative
votes go together like peas and carrots. It's as if Oklahomans are
saying, "Give me liberty and give me internet!"

The r-squared value of 0.9430257 further exemplifies the tight
relationship between the two variables, as if they were locked in
a  digital  embrace.  This  significant  relationship  (p  <  0.01)
prompts  us  to  consider  the  intriguing  notion  that  the  virtual
world  and  political  preferences  are  more  intertwined  than
previously imagined. You might say it's a case of "you can take
the voter out of Oklahoma, but you can't take the WiFi out of the
voter."

Further highlighting this correlation is the scatterplot presented
in Fig.  1,  which vividly illustrates  the compelling connection
between  Republican  votes  in  Oklahoma  and  internet  access
rates.  The scattered data  points  form a pattern resembling an
intricate digital tapestry, weaving a story of online connectivity
and  conservative  support.  It  seems  that  in  the  world  of
Oklahoman politics,  the  phrase  "surfing  the  web"  takes  on  a
whole new meaning.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Our  research  offers  valuable  insights  into  the  intersection  of
technology and political beliefs, indicating the need for a more
nuanced understanding of the factors shaping modern electoral
outcomes.  As  we  unpack  this  peculiar  partnership  between
virtual voyages and political preferences, it becomes clear that
the internet may hold more sway over the ballot box than meets
the eye. After all,  in the digital age, it appears that "clicking"
with voters takes on a whole new significance.

Discussion

The  correlation  uncovered  in  our  study  between  Republican
votes in Oklahoma and internet access rates among US citizens
is a finding that not only reaffirms previous research but also
invites a myriad of intriguing interpretations. The robust positive
correlation,  with a correlation coefficient  of  0.9710951 and a
tight relationship indicated by an r-squared value of 0.9430257,
underlines  the  significance  of  digital  connectivity  in  shaping
political  preferences.  It  seems  that  Oklahomans  are  not  only
passionate  about  their  politics  but  also  about  their  Wi-Fi
connections – they’re truly wired for conservative support.

The  humorous  interjections  and  puns  in  the  literature  review
may be more illuminating than anticipated, as they prompt us to
consider whether internet culture and political landscapes are not
only mirrors  but  also influencers  of  one another.  Perhaps the
"age of  viral  content"  is  not  just  a  jest  but  a  profound truth,
where a well-crafted meme might sway opinions and, ultimately,
votes. It’s as if the internet has become the modern-day soapbox,
where  political  discourse  unfolds  amidst  a  sea  of  digital  cat
videos and impassioned debates.

The scatterplot, resembling an intricate digital tapestry, vividly
portrays this compelling connection. It’s almost as if the internet
is weaving a narrative of conservative support, one data point at
a  time  –  a  digital  symphony  reverberating  with  political
resonance.  We  find  ourselves  musing  over  the  idea  that  the
virtual world and political preferences are not just intersecting
but entwining in unforeseen ways,  echoing the sentiment that
perhaps the future of governance lies in the virtual ether.

With this realization, the need for a nuanced understanding of
the modern intersection between politics and the digital realm
becomes  even  more  pressing.  The  internet  is  a  force  to  be
reckoned with in the political arena, and our findings underscore

the  need  for  further  exploration  of  its  impact  on  electoral
outcomes. It seems that in the digital age, figuring out how to
‘click’ with voters holds a whole new significance – or should
we say, getting that viral vote of confidence.

The crux of this study may lie in the fact that internet access
rates  and  political  voting  patterns  are  more  intertwined  than
previously thought,  prompting us  to consider  whether  it’s not
just  information but  also memes that want to be free.  As we
ponder the implications of our findings, one thing is clear: the
ride on the ‘red waves’ of Oklahoma might just be a virtual one
after all – a journey through the fiber-optic cables and digital
realms, immortalized by data and dad jokes.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has illuminated an undeniable link
between Republican votes in Oklahoma and internet access rates
among US citizens, demonstrating a digital embrace that seems
more galactic than just state-specific. It appears that in the vast
cyberspace,  conservative  preferences  have  found  a  virtual
sanctuary, a phenomenon we humorously dub as the "GOP-ter
space."

The  strikingly  strong  correlation  coefficient  of  0.9710951
confirms that in the Sooner State, the digital highway intersects
with  the  political  crossroads  with  resounding  influence.  This
correlation  is  so  strong;  it's  as  if  Oklahoma  voters  are
exclaiming,  "This  internet  speed  is  faster  than  my  political
convictions!"

The  integration  of  technology  and  political  inclinations  has
never  been  as  evidently  intertwined  as  in  our  findings,
prompting us to jest that Oklahomans are proclaiming, "Don't
fence me in; just give me high-speed internet!" It seems that the
virtual world and the ballot box are cohabitating in a symbiotic
relationship that is too electric to ignore. You could say that the
"broadbandwagon effect" is in full force – a phenomenon that
doesn't require any extra bandwidth to acknowledge!

With the statistical significance of this correlation and the rich
narrative  painted  by  the  scatterplot  resembling  an  intricate
digital  tapestry,  our study underscores the need for a nuanced
understanding  of  the  contemporary  political  landscape.  It's
almost as if the political clout in Oklahoma is directly correlated
to the strength of  the Wi-Fi  signal  –  a  notion that  raises  the
question,  "Are we voting for  candidates  or are  we voting for
faster downloads?"

In light  of  these compelling findings,  it’s  safe  to  say that  no
further research is needed in this area. As the saying goes, "Don't
look a gift horse in the mouth," unless that horse is delivering
research findings, in which case, keep trotting forward.
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